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of Shelbourne, was a collection of tracts made 
by John Wild, Precentor of the Monastery of 
the Holy Cross at Waltham before the Refor- 
mation. The original manuscript, on vellum of 
the fourteenth century, was destroyed by fire in 
the eighteenth, but fortunately a copy had been 
made by Dr. Pepusch. Granting that the fifth 
number was written by Tunsted'9 we can date it 
about 1351, and so find an approximate date for 
the appearance of the crotchet, and assign 1400 
for its more complete establishment. 

From these data it is, I urge, not unreasonable 
to infer that Prima Pastorum was written early in 
this period of transition and intense interest in 
music, Secunda Pastorum later in its development, 
perhaps about 1400 or a little later. 

HOPE TRAVER. 
Bryn Mawr College. 

THE HARVARD MANUSCRIPT OF THE 
FARCE OF 

MAISTRE PIERRE PA THELIN 
AND PATHELIN'S JARGONS. 

The two oldest texts of Pathelin at present 
known are that which Guillaume Le Roy is 
believed to have printed not later than 1486, and 
the edition published by Pierre Levet (who 
copied Le Roy) about 1489. Only one copy of 
each exists. Le Roy's Pathelin is now owned by 
a private collector; Levet's Pathelin is in the 
Bibliothdque Nationale at Paris. Several pages, 
lost long ago from Le Roy's edition, are now 
represented by counterfeits, so cunningly executed 
as almost to foil suspicious scrutiny. But inves- 
tigation reveals that the skilful penman to whom 
the false pages are due borrowed the missing text 
from the copies of Pathelin by Beneaut and Levet 
in the Bibliotheque Nationale. Thus we know to 
a certainty which pages are counterfeit, and from 
the excellent edition by Levet we may supply 
what the older and sligbtly better edition by Le 
Roy ha. lost. 

Apparently these two printed books have pre- 
served the text of Pathelin remarkably well, and 

"9 See Dict. Nat. Biog., Hamboys. 

this is scarcely to be wondered at, for Le Roy's 
edition appeared in all likelihood not more than 
sixteen years after the birth of our farce; the tra- 
dition was still fresh, and the text was further- 
more preserved from corruption by being in octo- 
syllabic rime. Nevertheless, the disappearance of 
the earliest manuscripts, fatal though it was, is a 
real misfortune. No scholarship, however keen, 
will ever be able to restore the original text. 
And this is particularly true of those verses in 
which Maitre Pierre raves in various dialects, to 
the great amusement of the audience but to the 
utter bewilderment of Guillaume Joceaume and 
of ourselves. Even if we knew thoroughly how 
the dialects,-I might almost say the patois of 
Picardie, Lorraine, the Limousin, Normandie, 
Brittany, and Flemish France were spoken about 
the year 1470, our knowledge would not help us 
in the least to reconstitute the text of PathLelin, 
and here is the reason: Had the author of Pathe- 
ln been able to write correct verse not only in 
French-his mother tongue-but in four or five 
dialects, to say nothing of Latin and of Breton, 
an idiom different in every way from French, 
then he would have been a prodigy more won- 
derful than the troubadour, Raimbaut de Vaquei- 
ras, who feigns to have held a bilingulal conver- 
sation in verse with a plain housewife of Genoa.' 

It would be easy to cite a score of authors great 
and small who have written or attempted to write 
verses in some foreign tongue. That any man 
ever succeeded, or could succeed, in writing abso- 
lutely correct verses in six or seven different 
dialects and languages is incredible. Why, then, 
should we suppose the author of Pathelin to have 
been capable of such a feat? Is it not infinitely 
more probable that he was not? And what 
artistic motive could he have had for attempting 
such a tour de force, even with the help of indi- 
viduals to the manner born ? The whole aim of 
the genius who wrote Pathelin was doubtless to 
amuse his audience by having a shrewd rascal of 
a lawyer bewilder and cheat a thick-witted trades- 
man by causing that lawyer to babble in various 
kinds of gibberish more or less closely resembling 

1 Dante, on the other hand, has left certain verses in 
Proven9al, which seem inaccurate when compared with 
authentic Proven9al of his or a slightly earlier time. So, 
too, Shakespeare's French, as handed down, is not flawless. 
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uncouth or familiar contemporary dialects. This 
comic device was not new in the year 1470, and 
it has been employed with many variations by 
other writers since, not necessarily to abet the 
schemes of swindlers, but to create laughter. 
Rabelais knew the trick and he played it hand- 
somely in the sixth and ninth chapters of the 
second book of Pantagruel. 

Mr. L. E. Chevaldin has spent four years 
writing a book in which he attempts to restore 
and translate Le8 Jargonw de la Farce de Patheln.' 
It can not be said that he has succeeded. An 
assumption that the author of Pathelin was a kind 
of poetic " Mithridates " is in itself extravagant, 
but the further assumption that anyone now living 
can restore the jaxgons used by the delirious law- 
yer to their original form is logically absurd. 
There was method in Pathelin's madness, but the 
method was not philological. Had we the 
author's own manuscript we should unquestion- 
ably see something quite different from the text 
so confidently produced by Mr. Chevaldin. 
Unfortunately, the author's manuscript is lost 
forever, having doubtless been thumbed out of 
existence by the first perfonners of his immortal 
farce. Other manuscripts were no doubt soon 
copied from the firt, but they too have disap- 
peared, and the only manusclipts at present 
known belong to the very end of the fifteenth, or 
to the first half of the sixteenth century, or, as is 
the case with the Harvard ms., to the seventeenth 
or eighteenth century. The so-called Taylor Ms., 
a fragment on vellum, has been assigned to the 
fifteenth century. Whatever its true date may be, 
this ms. is incomplete, and, though its readings are 

2Le8 Jargono de la Farce de Pathlin, pour la premiere 
fois reconstitugs, traduits et comment&, avec le bienveillant 
concours de philologus franpais et de profegseurs d' untiversites 
fransaises et itrang?res. Par L-E. Chevaldin, Profeseur 
agrdgd au Lycde de Rouen, Ancien Chargd de conferences 
de grammaire A Ia Faculte des Lettres de Poitiers. Paxis: 
Albert Fontemoing, dditeur, 1903. 

The 515 pages of this book bear convincing evidence as 
to the enthusiasm and industry of its author, but he has 
introduced an immense amount of things which seem to 
me to have nothing to do with the case. Mr. Chevaldin's 
plan is good, as may be seen by the citation given below 
from his Table des matires, and he has brought together 
many interesting facts, but, as has been said above, his 
restorations and his translations are not conclusive because 
his premises are untenable. 

often highly suggestive, it is hardly so authori- 
tative as Le Roy or Levet. The two paper manu- 
scripts rightly assigned to the sixteenth century 
and now preserved at the Bibliotheque Nationale, 
are garbled, modernized, and in all respects infe- 
rior to the printed editions of Le Roy and Levet; 
yet they contain certain interesting features, and 
should in any case not be scomed by anybody who 
aims to offer a critical text, for it often happens 
that a modem or comparatively modem text con- 
tains, despite all its changes, primitive features 
not to be found in considerably older texts. For 
this reason it was a pleasant surprise to learn that 
Harvard University possesed a manuscript of 
Pathelin. Of this I may give a description; for, 
whatever its value may be, this manuscript is one 
of Pathelin's heirs and is at least important 
enough to be briefly noticed and indluded hence- 
forth in all Pathelin bibliographies. 

The Harvaxd Library bought this sx. from the 
Medlicott Libraxy, for $5. 00, September 2, 1878. 
The hs. was then, as now, bound in a mottled 
calfskin binding which belongs, no doubt, to the 
eighteenth, and probably to the middle of the 
eighteenth century. On the back of the binding 
are these words: " LA COMEDIE DE PATE- 
LIN." The is. itself bears no title. On the 
recto of the second fly-leaf (part of the 1s. and 
not of the binding) are the following words, writ- 
ten with a pencil in a hand very similar to that 
of the text, but obviously later than 1755: 
"Bouche, histoire de Provence, tom. 2 page 722, 
dit qu'il a viX une tr& grande quantit6 de pieces 
de vingt sols appelles quarts d'Escu, marquees 
de l'an 1591 et du nom du cardinal Bourbon; et 
m8me une de cette sorte de l'an 1596. 

"Hist. de France par Daniel, tome XI. page 
608. Paris, 1755. 17 vol. in-4?." The verso 
bears a Library memorandum. On the recto of 
the next page, numbered 1, the text begins: 

"Maistre Pierre Pathelin 
et Guillemette sa femme. 

Pathelin. 
Sainte Marie, Guillemette," etc. 

The text of Pathelin ends at the top of p. 72. 
Close under the last verse, " S'il me trouue, ie 
luy pardonne " begins a " Chancon, " written in 
the same hand and ending near the bottom of p. 
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73. This chanson is a sprightly example of fif- 
teenth-centuiry lyric poetry and, unless it turns out 
to have been printed-Mr. Jeanroy writes me 
that he does not remember having read such a 
piece-I shall hope to publish it later, with a few 
explanatory notes. After the chanson come these 
words: 

"Transcrit sur l'original le 
Lundi 20. de Septbre fait par 
Jules[?] ** *** iort * *" 

The asterisks represent a, to me, undecipherable 
scrawl. The legible part of this signature and 
part of the word " fait " axe written on a patch, 
but this patch was fastened on before the last 
words were written. The rest of the ms. is in a 
clear, rather rounded hand, small enough to allow 
each page to contain some 33 lines. The pages 
are 16.7 centimetres high by 10.4 wide. The 
scribe numbered them all. He also numbered 
the verses by tens up to 1000, with which figure 
the numbering ends. But his numbering soon 
goes wrong, for vs. 20 is omitted, and thereafter 
certain insertions and omissions occur. 

Whatever the scribe's "original" may have 
been (for he assuredly did not " I transcribe " any 
extant ms. or printed book) his model probably 
belonged to the first half of the sixteenth century 
when various publishers had already begun to 
modernize the vocabulary and syntax of Pat helin; 
for in but forty or fifty years the language had 
undergone such changes that even a reader, still 
more a hearer, would have misunderstood, or not 
understood, what was no doubt clear to every- 
body in the year 1470. In these forty or fifty 
years the French language may be said to have 
changed as much as in the two centuries between 
Moli6re and Hugo. Pathelin seemed quaintly 
archaic to ftienne Pasquier, whose delightful 
essay-the earliest study of Pathelin known- 
appeared in the first edition of his lechercheo in 
1560. 

Probably the modernizations in the Harvard 
Ms., as well as a good many other vaxiants, were 
in the "original." A few of them are worth 
quotation. 

LE Roy (ABouT 1486). HIARVA MS. 
7 dont on chante en Dont on pense en aniocas- 

aduocassaige sage 

LE Roy (AnouT 1486). HARVARD Mc 

96 He dieu quel mar- He Dieux I quel 
chant allant. 

167 tant plus vous voy He Dieux I tant bien ie 
dieu par le pere uous appaire, 

273 Nenny de par une Nenni. tant de peine m'en- 
longaine gaigne, 

278 Hen cest pour une hape pour une, 
296 Ie iray mais il fait J'iray mais i'ay regret 

mal dacroire d'accroire 
297 ce scauez vous bien a Cet argent qui est mon 

lestraine estraine. 
546 Ouy le mal saint Ouy. que le mal St. Mathe- 

mathurin lin, 
547 sans le mien au cueur Sans mon peche au coeur 

vous tienne vous tienne. 
829 Ha quel(le) ni- Ah I quel emporte I 

cette 
848-855 "Picard" jar- Pure French, though 

gon. archaic. 
971 veez vous pas comme C6me il se debat et con- 

il estime sume. 
972 haultement la diui- Comme il a l'esprit agit& 

nite 

Many other examples might be cited. These 
few are enough. Yet a modernization of a differ- 
ent and important character should be noticed. 

The oldest editions of Patthelin give no divisions 
into scenes. The Harvard ms., however, divides 
the play into fourteen scenes. The last, to be sure, 
is called " Scene trezieme," but this is due merely 
to an error of the "original" or of the scribe, 
through which "Scene huitieme" occurs twice. 
The division of a play into acts and scenes was an 
invention of the Renaissance. 

Although the Harvard Ms. is not a faithful 
transcription of any text at present known, it haM 
a few striking features similar or identical to those 
in other more or les eccentric texts: 

GALIOT DU PRa (1532). HAEVAnn WMs 

41 Car s'il, etc. Car 'il, etc. 

(By the omission of Car, Le Roy's edition gives 
here only seven syllables, though eight are re- 
quired to make a correct verse). 

273 Nenny tant de peine Nenni. tant de peine m'en- 
mengaigne gaigne, 

674 . . . . . . . . cude . . . . . . . . . . cude 

MERiu (1614). HA 4v . M5. 

76 D'un gris vert, d'un D'un gris verd, d'un fin de 
fin de brucelle Bruxelle, 
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Other very similar or even identical peculiar- 
ities of M6nier's Pathelim and of the Harvard is. 
might be pointed out, but I expect to print them 
in the Variants of my critical edition. In any 
case the freakish features of the ms. are not nu- 
merous enough to furnish a good clue as to the 
source from which it was derived. No doubt 
several "original," that is, old, texts may have 
been accessible to the scribe, but it is not likely 
that we shall ever know exactly which he copied. 
Possibly he copied from more than one. What- 
ever the truth may be, of one thing I am sure: 
The Harvard is. of Pathelin, though itself not 
earlier than the seventeenth century, presents 
readings different from those of any other MS. or 
printed edition now known, and these readings in 
a large measure go back to a much earlier time, 
preserving, it may be, certain features of the 
really original text. These readings are likely to 
be valuable, when the time comes for attempting 
to offer a scientific edition. In conclusion, the 
Harvard Ms. is worth quite as much as the two 
paper Mss. in the Bibliotbeque Nationale, and, like 
other efforts to rejuvenate the style of a work 
which new generations wished to enjoy but could 
no longer understand, unless it was made young 
like themselves, it teaches not a little about the 
decay of ideas, or rather of that vehicle called 
language which seems to change even faster than 
the ideas that it has to bear. At any rate, it 
should not be slighted by anyone interested in 
Maitre Pathelin. 

Here follows an illustrative citation from Mr. 
Chevaldin's Table des MatiQres: 

SECOINDE PARTIE 

Les jargons de la farce de Pathelin 

Chapitre 1.-Le Breton 

I. Note pr6liminaire ............ 79 
II. 1. Le fran?aLs bretonis .81 

2. Le Breton du ms. Bigot [A very 
corrupt Ms. belonging to the first 
half of the sixteenth century. 
At least forty years younger than 
the oldest printed text] .91 

3. Le breton du ms. La Valli6re 
[The same remark applies] . 93 

4. Le breton du ms. Taylor [On page 
81 Mr. Chevaldin says, " c'est le 
manuscrit TVchener de M. Loth, 
ou de ce qu'on pourrait appeler 
la vulgate du Pathelin." On 
page 254 he says, . . . " c'est 
dans le manuscrit Taylor et dans 
la vulgate qu'il faut d6couvrir 
le mot." What this mysterious 
" vulgate" may mean I should 
like to know. On page 102, 
finally, Mr. Chevaldin says, 
"Les hait premi6res [dditions] 
constituent, avec les trois manu- 
scrits restants, a peu pros tout le 
bagage patheliwesque de la Bi- 
blioth6que Nationale." The so- 
called "Taylor Ms." is cata- 
logued under "Nouvelles Ac- 
quisitions, f. f. 4723." This 
Ms. is on vellum. Two hundred 
and twenty-six verses are lack- 
ing at the beginning; fifty, be- 
tween the thirty-ninth and for- 
tieth folios, and nineteen at the 
end. 

As to " Lea huit premiares 
[6ditions]," Mr. Chevaldin not 
only is assuming that none have 
been lost, but the list he gives is 
wrong anyhow. He does not 
include a dozen nameless, un- 
dated editions, nor does he seem 
to recognize the two editions by 
Nyverd, the valuable Le Caron, 
Jannot, and, worst of all his 
omissions, the edition of Le Roy. 
Furthermore, Mr. Chevaldin 
seems to be wholly ignorant of 
the relations and relative im- 
portance of these various edi- 
tions. But these are only a few 
of the incoherences and con- 
fusions which swarm over the 
515 pages ofthis book]. 

5. Restitution d'Itmile Souvestre ...... 104 
6. Restitution nouvelle et traduction.. 106 
7. Discussion paleographique ........... 106 
8. Note. . . sur la versification . 123 
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It would be labor wasted to criticize this book 
at greater length. A refutation in detail of Isidor 
of Seville's Etyntologic would scarcely require 
more time and space, and would be equally 
useless. 

RICHARD HOLBROOK. 
Columbia University. 

HROTHULF. 

Hrotulf, who was hitherto regarded as the 
nephew of Hrotgar and the son of Ha]ga,1 has 
lately been assigned a new r8le, that of brother- 
in-law to the venerable Danish king (W. C. 
Abbott, Mod. Lang. Notes, XIX, 122-125). If 
this were proved to be true, we should have just 
cause to rejoice over the identification of the long 
lost husband of Healfdene's daughter (1. 62 f.). 
At the same time it is important to note that the 
desire to supply this very name has been the pri- 
mary motive of this novel interpretation of 
Hrotulf's position. To show that nothing is 
gained, but much lost by the proposed innovation, 
is the object of the following lines. 

Hro6ulf has no share in the action of the poem. 
The whole story might have been told without his 
existence ever being alluded to. (No wonder 
that Miillenhoff laid the insertion of the name at 
the door of his interpolator A). He seems to be 
a figure-head. Yet one of marked dignity, rank, 
and importance. In epic tradition he is closely 
associated with Hrotgar. Shoulder by shoulder 
they fight against Ingeld, Hrotgar's son-in-law, 
humble his pride and rout the host of the Heato- 
beardan (Wids. 45-49). They occupy seats of 
honor side by side in the hail Heorot (Beow. 
1163 f.), as befits near relatives of royal rank, 
who are called magas, Beow. 1015, and suhterge- 
faederan, Beow. 1163, suMlorfcedran, Wid8. 46. It 
almost looks as if Hrotulf were conceived of as a 
sort of joint-regent, and it may be questioned 
whether maga gemedu 247, ' the consent of the 
kinsmen' (without which there was properly no 

11. e., by modern scholars. Leo made him Hrotgar's 
son-in-law (husband of Freawaru), Ettmiiller and Thorpe, 
Hrotgar's cousin. 

admission to the land of the Danes) should not be 
understood with reference to the rnagas of l. 1015. 
With just a little imagination we may draw a fine 
picture of the two Scyldings ruling in high state 
and glory over the Danes, Hrotgar the old and 
wise, a peace-maker (l. 470 if., 1859 ff., 2026 ff.), 
a man of sentiment, and Hrotulf, the young'and 
valiant, a great warrior, a man of energy and am- 
bition. At a later time, however, as the poet 
intimates, not without fine ' tragic irony' (Sarra- 
zin), the harmonious union was broken (kia gyt 
wt&s hiera sib atgasdere, / ceghwylc otrum htywe 
1164, cf. Wids. 45: Hrokwulf and HroAgar 
heoldon lengest / sibbe &Mioinne), treachery was 
committed (nalles facenstafas / beodscjldingas 
benden fremedon, 1. 1018), and Hrotulf, un- 
mindful of his obligations to his uncle, behaved 
ill toward his cousins, Hrebric and Hro6mund 
(L 1180 ff.), that is to say (very likely) usurped 
the throne (cf. Sarrazin, E?gL. Stud., xxmii, 230; 
Uhlenbeck, Tijd,chr&ft voor nederL. taal- en let,rk. 
xx, 186). The ' epic prophecy,' though skilfully 
veiled in this instance, is no less reliable than the 
prediction of the great feud between the Danes 
and Heabobeardan (11. 83 ff., 2026 ff.).2 

Valuable light is thrown on the person of 
HrouJulf by Scandinavian sources, such as the 
Hrolfs Saga, Ynglinga Saga, Saxo Grammaticus, 
etc. In these Hrolf figures as the son of Helgi, 
Hroar s brother, and is a hero of great prominence, 
a king whose glory equals that of Hrotgar in the 
Anglo-Saxon epic (Miullenhoff, Beovuif 32 ff.). 
That the story of Hrotulf's treachery also was 
known in Scandinavian tradition has been shown 
by Sarrazin, who pointed out the allusion to Rol- 
vo's slaying of Roricus (EngL. Stud. xxiv, 144 f. ). 

To ignore the testimony of Scandinavian sources 
would be wilfully throwing away a kind of infor- 
mation no Beowuf student can dispense with. 

Now what are the arguments advanced by Mr. 
Abbott? 1. " It is not probable that the son of 
Hrothgar's younger brother would be honored 

2One is tempted to regard the motive of Beowulf's 
' adoption ' (11. 946 if., 1175 f. ) as in some way connected 
with the motive of Hrotulf's treachery. In case of future 
difficulties among the Scyldings, Beowulf might come to 
the rescue of the Danish prince (or princes) (cf. l. 1226 f. ), 
or Hretric might find a place of refuge at the court of the 
Geats (he mag forrfela/freondafindan, 1837). 
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